Rescue Family Application (Page 3 of 3)
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY WITH BLACK INK
Since Project Cuddle, Inc [hereafter “Project Cuddle, Inc”], ________________________________ agree that the
fundamental goal of Project Cuddle, Inc’s crisis hotline is to save babies in danger of being abandoned and that crisis
hotline callers may reveal sensitive, personal, and/or confidential information to the crisis hotline and/or Rescue Family,
with the expectation that it remains confidential.
And since the Parties agree and understand that the Rescue Family may also provide Project Cuddle, Inc with
information about themselves which is highly sensitive, personal or confidential, with the expectation that it remains
confidential.
And since the Parties agree and understand that the Rescue Family knows there is no guarantee of adopting any
baby that they are chosen to rescue, the Rescue Family knows that they may hope to adopt a rescued baby and that by
necessity, the adoption process will require that some information obtained from the crisis Hotline or from the Rescue
Family must be disclosed to those parties involved in the adoption process who have a need to know it.
Therefore, the Parties agree to keep confidential all information provided to each other which concern or refers
to: any caller to Project Cuddle, Inc’s crisis hotline, the Birthmom, any potential or actual Birthfather, and/or the Rescue
Family, and to only disclose such information to those parties involved in the adoption process who have a need to know
it, but only to the extent they have a need to fulfill their roles in the adoption process.
For the purpose of this Confidentiality Agreement, “those parties involved in the adoption process who have a
need to know” means the following people:
A) Project Cuddle, Inc’s crisis hotline staff or Volunteers involved with providing Birthmoms or Birthfathers with a
Rescue Family
B) The Rescue Family
C) The Birthmom
D) Any potential or actual Birthfather whose relinquishment of parental rights is needed to finalize the adoption if known.
E) Attorney’s and their staff representing the Parties, any Birthmom, potential Birthparent, or the Rescued Baby.
F) The necessary Court personnel, and the staff of the Rescue Family’s Adoption Agency working on the adoption.

This agreement remains in effect unless terminated in writing by the Parties
Print Name: _______________________________

Signature: ______________________________________

Date: _______________________________

Print Name: _______________________________

Signature: ______________________________________

Date: ______________________________

Please mail all 3 completed pages of the Rescue Family Application to Project Cuddle at the address below.
Please be sure and contact us if you move or no longer want to adopt, or already adopted as it helps us out.
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